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TEASER ACT

FADE IN

EXT. EUCALYPCITY MUSEUM OF ANCIENT HISTORY NIGHT TIME

MELLOW CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.As the full moon

shines down upon the loading bay at the San Diego Museum of

Ancient History. The SUPERVISOR is watching the 5 MOVERS

unloading a giant crate.

The crate gotten unloaded from the transport truck and being

loaded safely onto the ground.

THE SUPERVISOR

(to the movers)

Remember to be careful with that

crate, it has something very

special in there.

MOVER 1

(to the supervisor)

What do you think it is?

THE SUPERVISOR

I don’t know but the museum curator

wants to have no dent on it.

The forklift comes and lifts up the giant crate and the

forklift carries the crate into the museum.

FADE TO

INT. EUCALYPCITY MUSEUM OF ANCIENT HISTORY NIGHT TIME

Inside of the Museum the Supervisor is leading the forklift

into the museum to the giant crate’s spot.

THE SUPERVISOR

OK easy there easy, easy, easy,

steady, steady

The Forklift carrying the crate stops in the middle of the

room.

THE SUPERVISOR

OK stop.

The Forklift place the crate down gently onto the floor.

Suddenly the MUSEUM CURATOR in his mid 60’s handsome, has

white hair wears glasses came into the museum with a big

smile on his face.

(CONTINUED)
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MUSEUM CURATOR

(asked)

So did you got it?

THE SUPERVISOR

We shore did sir.

MUSEUM CURATOR

Prefect.

3 of the movers uses crowbars to open the crate reveal the

RED GOLAM a 12 feet tail golam made out of red iron armor.

THE SUPERVISOR

(asked)

What do you think it is?

MUSEUM CURATOR

(smile)

The Museum’s newest attraction the

Red Golam.

The moon light shines upon the Red Golam.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF TEASERACT

FADE TO

ACT 1

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEARS’ HOUSE MORNING

KITCHEN

JAPANESE CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. The next morning

at the Crime Fighting Karate Koala Bear’s house, Paul,

Martin, Jake Fluffy, and Rose McScott are sitting in the

breakfast table eating pancakes. Bruce comes into the

kitchen with the morning newspaper.

BRUCE

(to Rose)

OK Mom here is your newspaper, it

took me an hour to look for it at

the corner store.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smile)

Oh thank you sweetie, now eat your

breakfast.

(CONTINUED)
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Bruce hands the newspaper to Rose McScott and sit down to

eat his pancakes. Rose McScott opens the newspaper to the

front page.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(reading the newspaper)

This looks interesting.

PAUL

(asks)

What is it mom?

ROSE MCSCOTT

They added a new attraction to the

Eucalypcity Museum of Ancient

History.

Martin is interested in what Rose is reading.

MARTIN

Well that is interesting they

didn’t add anything in the museum

for a while, since that dinosaur

skeleton came into the museum.

JAKE

What is it another dinosaur?

FLUFFY

(disgust)

Ah you think everything in a museum

is a dinosaur skeleton.

ROSE MCSCOTT

No it’s not it is a giant suit of

red armor.

PAUL

(smile)

I think we should go to the museum

today to see that new attraction

after our training.

BRUCE

(disgust)

Really Powerful Paul going to learn

about history again.

PAUL

(to Bruce)

Yes Big Bruce, without history we

won’t learn how things we have

today evolve.

(CONTINUED)
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JAKE

(smile)

Like the invention of the taco and

the pancake.

Bruce SLAMS Jake’s face into his pancakes and Jake starts to

eat them.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smile)

I think going to the museum today

is a good idea.

BRUCE

(mad)

What? You mean we got to go to that

boring museum?

ROSE MCSCOTT

Yes. Going to the museum will be

great for us.

FLUFFY

(disgusted)

Really? Whatever.

JAKE

(smiles)

Sweet, we’re going to see dinosaurs

again.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(happy)

So it’s settled then we go to the

Eucalypcity Museum of Ancient

History after your karate training.

Bruce got up from the table walks out from the kitchen.

PAUL

(to Bruce)

No heard feelings.

BRUCE

(mad)

Whatever.

Rose McScott turns the newspaper to the next page and

continue to read the newspaper.

CLOSE UP:

The front page of the newspaper shows the Red Golem.
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FADE TO

INT. RED FIST NINJA HEADQUARTERS THRONE ROOM MORNING MOMENTS

LATER

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Elsewhere in the Red

Fist Ninja Headquarters Toya Kye walks into his throne room

where 3 of the Red Fist Ninjas are finishing setting up the

brick wall that they set up for Toya Kye. Toya Kye walks up

to the brick wall as the 3 Red Fist Ninjas back away from

Toya Kye giving him his space. Toya Kye go into his fighting

stance.

TOYA KYE

(shouts)

AHHHH!!!!

Toya Kye punches the brick wall causing it to BREAK into

pieces causing the pieces of the broken brick wall to fly in

different directions in the room. The other Red Fist Ninjas

in the room where surprised.

TOYA KYE

What? This is what we are going to

do every time I break a brick wall

with my fist(pause) GET BACK TO

WORK!!!

The Red Fist Ninjas run in different directions and one of

them go into the throne room with a cup of tea for Toya Kye

while Toya Kye was rubbing his eyes and SIGHS.

TOYA KYE

It’s tough being the boss.

Toya Kye grabs his cup of tea and SIP it. Suddenly 1 Red

Fist Ninja comes into the throne room WAVING a newspaper in

the air while running towards Toya Kye.

RED FIST NINJA 1

(shouts)

Master Toya Kye!!!

TOYA KYE

(Mad)

WHAT?

RED FIST NINJA 1

Master, Master

The Red Fist Ninja run up to Toya Kye and gave him the

newspaper.

(CONTINUED)
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RED FIST NINJA 1

Master read this on the front page

of the newspaper.

TOYA KYE

(reading the paper)

Old Woman saved cat from tree.

RED FIST NINJA 1

No not that one, this one .

TOYA KYE’S P.O.V

Toya Kye sees the Red Golem on the front page at the San

Diego museum of Ancient History.

TOYA KYE (V.O)

(reading the paper)

Amazing ancient find now shown in

Eucalypcity, people around the

state are coming here to see the

most amazing find that San Diego

archaeologist found, that shall be

the most legendary thing that the

world had never seen before.

RETURN TO SCENE

Toya Kye RIPS the newspaper in half.

TOYA KYE

(smiles)

Prefect I through that we Red Golem

is gone forever and now it returns.

Toya Kye walks right up to his throne and OPENS a drawer

reveling the Aka gantoretto. Toya Kye puts on the Aka

Gantoretto and the aka gantoretto LIGHTS UP.

TOYA KYE

(to the Red Fist Ninja)

Gather the others(pause) it’s time

for a field trip.

CUT TO

EXT. EUCALYPCITY MUSEUM OF ANCIENT HISTORY AFTERNOON

HIP HOP MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.At the entrance of the

EUCALYPCITY Museum the Kooky Koala Van come to a stop at the

steps. The Koalas come out from the van with their

sunglasses, hoodies and hats and Rose McScott comes out from

the van.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(smiles)

Well here we are the San Diego

Museum of Ancient History.

BRUCE

(disgusted)

This is so fun.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Oh sweetie this is going to be fun.

JAKE

(excited)

I know we’re going to see

dinosaurs.

Bruce punches Jake in the shoulder.

FLUFFY

(to Jake)

We’re here to see more then

dinosaurs, but we’re here to see

the giant red thing that everyone

was talking about.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Now we are going to have a fun time

understand.

BRUCE

(bored)

OK mom.

JAKE

(asks)

Hey who is going to park the van?

MARTIN

(smiled)

Leave that to me.

Martin takes out his koalacell out from his left pocket and

aimed it at the Kooky Koala Van. Martin presses an app on it

causing the van to DRIVE into the parking lot and parked

itself.

MARTIN

(smile)

This that smart or what?

(CONTINUED)
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BRUCE

I’ll say it’s lazy.

PAUL

Let’s just go into the museum

The Koalas and Rose walk into the museum.

CUT TO

INT. EUCALYPCITY MUSEUM OF ANCIENT HISTORY DAYTIME

EPIC HISTORICAL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Inside the

Museum the Koalas and Rose McScott come into the museum

where Jake gets distracted by the dinosaur skeleton. Jake

walks out from the group and go into the dinosaur exhibit.

JAKE

(smiles)

Sweet Dinosaurs!!!

Bruce grabs Jake by the shirt and DRAGS him back into the

group.

BRUCE

Not now dummy.

The Koalas and Rose McScott walks into the middle of the

museum where a crowd of people are crowding around the Red

Golem. Then Toya Kye comes into the crowd disusing himself

in a trench coat, hat and sunglasses.

TOYA KYE’S P.O.V

Toya Kye sees the Red Golem inside the red velvet rope

square with the people crowding around it.

RETURN TO SCENE.

TOYA KYE

(grins)

Hello old friend it’s good to see

you again.

The Koalas and Rose McScott come into the CROWD of PEOPLE.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(smiles)

Wow I can’t believe all of these

people coming here to see this

amazing find.

(CONTINUED)
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PAUL

(to Rose McScott)

Well have something the people

wanted to see and nothing could go

wrong.

BRUCE

(bored)

Unless the amazing find falls into

pieces and everyone shall be bummed

out about it.

FLUFFY

(to Bruce)

Ah Big Bruce grow up already and

see this giant red thing.

JAKE

(smile)

Yeah maybe this giant red thing

shall shoot out lasers from his

eyes.

MARTIN

(to Jake)

Sorry Jake but laser aren’t

invented yet during the time period

this thing was built in.

JAKE

Ah Man.

Suddenly the Museum curator come in front of the Red Golem,

the people CLAPS for him.

MUSEUM CURATOR

(into the microphone)

Hello everyone and thank you for

coming out to see this remarkable

find that the world didn’t see

before, now we don’t know where

this thing came from or who was

built by but one thing is for sure

that nothing shall happen when

something bad happens.

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Toya Kye takes out

the aka gantoretto from his trench coat and puts it onto his

right head and raises it into the air.

The Aka gantoretto GLOWS RED and the Red Golen’s eyes starts

to GLOW RED. The crowd was surprise of the Red Golem coming

to LIFE.

(CONTINUED)
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MUSEUM CURATOR

(surprise)

I didn’t know it can do that?

TOYA KYE (V.O)

(shouts)

It can!!!!

Everyone turn to Toya Kye. Toya Kye took off his trench

coat, hat and sunglasses revealing himself. Suddenly 30 Red

Fist Ninjas BREAKS into the museum from the skylight and

landed onto the floor. Everyone was afraid and nervous, the

Koalas and Rose McScott aren’t afraid.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(ask Paul)

So these are the ninjas you saved

from S.P.D and the Professors?

PAUL

Yes the very same ones.

TOYA KYE

(to the crowd)

Hello everyone my name is Toya Kye

leader of the Red Fist Ninjas, and

this is the Red Fist Ninja’s lost

weapon.

The Red Golem steps out from the square and throws his fist

to the ground.The crowd all quickly run away from the Red

Golem as it throws his fist to the floor hitting it. And

then the Red Golem FIRES LASERS from its eyes.

JAKE

It shoots lasers I know it.

The Red Golem FIRES its LASERS out from it’s eyes hitting

the walls inside of the museum causing DEBRIS to fall of

from the walls and destroys all of the ancient artifacts.

The people SCREAM all go to the exit, but it is blocked by

the Red Fist Ninjas.The Red Fist Ninjas go into their

fighting stances.

TOYA KYE

There is no escape.

Suddenly the Koalas throw flying jump kicks at the red fist

ninjas, hitting them and making them fall to the ground. The

people run out through the exit to safety.

Toya Kye has a mad look on his face.

(CONTINUED)
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TOYA KYE

You freaks again.

BRUCE

We’re not freaks...We’re koalas.

TOYA KYE

You were the ones who saved your

precious boy band and those

scientific parents I want them to

communicate with my space allies.

FLUFFY

Totally, and by the way who are

your space allies, like evil

astronauts who constantly live in

outer space?

TOYA KYE

It doesn’t matter, but right now

it’s time for you to face the wrath

from my Red Golem.

The Red Golem FIRES a LASER out from it’s head at the

koalas.

The Koalas dodge the laser and roll over to the side. The

Koalas go into their fighting stances. The Red Golem throws

a punch down onto the koalas, but Bruce catches the punch

and judo throws the Red Golem onto the ground.

The Red Golem gets up off of the ground and FIRES a RED

LASER at the Koalas, but Suddenly Rose throws a flying jump

kick at the Red Golem in the head, causing it to FIRE it’s

laser upward through the ceiling.

Rose lands on the floor in front of the koalas.

ROSE MCSCOTT

You koalas alright?

JAKE

(smiles)

Nice kick mom.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Thanks deer.

TOYA KYE

You must be the koalas’ mother.

Very well, I assume that you’ll be

joining your children when the Red

Golem destroys you all.

(CONTINUED)
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The Red Golem and the Red Fist Ninjas walks towards the

koalas and Rose.

The Koalas and Rose go into their fighting stances.

FADE TO BLACK

END OF ACT 1

FACE IN

ACT 2

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. People are worried

while they are trapped by the Red Fist Ninjas

PAUL

Fluffy, Mom you guys get everyone

out of here, Big Bruce, Marty,

Jakey it’s time to kick butt.

Rose throws double kicks at the red fist ninjas and then

RAPIDLY throw punches at the other ninjas sending them

FLYING through the air and fall to the ground.

Bruce FIRES his grappling hook right at the ceiling, pulling

him and causing him to land right behind the Red Fist

Ninjas, knocking down 5 Red Fist Ninjas with a leg sweep.

Fluffy and Rose McScott lead everyone else out of the museum

through the emergency exit.

ROSE MCSCOTT

OK everyone one at a time.

Martin does a double kick at 2 Red Fist Ninjas and does a

back kick right at the other 1. Suddenly 1 Red Fist Ninja

come down from the ceiling and strike Martin. Bruce does an

upper cut punch knocking the Red Fist Ninja out causing the

ninja to fall down onto the floor.

2 other Red Fist Ninjas came behind Bruce so Bruce does a

double tornado kick at both of them knocking them out and

then does a double kick at another Red Fist Ninja kicking

him causing him to fly across the room and CRASHES into an

ancient vasts. Jake leaps into the air and did an axe kick

right at 3 Red Fist Ninjas knocking them out at once.

Paul jumps over Jake and punches a Red Fist Ninja in the

face. Suddenly a Red Fist Ninja punches Jake, but Jake

blocks the punch and does a jodan mawashi Geri right at the

ninja and then did a double kick at him knocking him out.

Paul punches 3 Red Fist Ninjas and does a triple kick attack

right at the last on.

(CONTINUED)
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Suddenly Paul gets hit by a LASER BLAST from the Red Golem

sending Paul flying across the room, CRASHES into a display

case full of spears.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(shouts)

PAUL!!!

TOYA KYE

(to Rose)

You see nothing can stop the might

of the Red Golem.

Red Golem punches down a HOLE in the wall letting the Red

Golem to step right through the hole and outside into the

streets. Toya Kye jumps through the hole and out into the

streets.

Paul got up from the floor with a bad burn on his chest with

SMOKE COMING out from it. Rose McScott comes up to Paul and

hugs him.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(relieved)

Oh I am so glad that you’re not

dead.

PAUL

(smile)

I am OK mom I am fine.

FLUFFY

(amazed)

That was one big hit you took

Powerful Paul.

JAKE

(smile)

Well good thing you’re OK.

PAUL

I am, but not Eucalpycity.

BRUCE

Come on let’s get those Red Fist

Ninja jerks.

The Koalas and Rose run out of the Museum.

CUT TO
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EXT. EUCALYPCITY MUSEUM OF ANCIENT HISTORY AFTERNOON

The Koalas and Rose McScott walks in front of the hole in

the wall and see all of the DESTRUCTION already being done

by the Red Golem. Buildings are BURNING, cars are destroyed

and people are SCREAMING and running for their lives.

MARTIN

(agrees)

I know, it’s getting destroyed by

the minute.

BRUCE

But, one thing is for sure we need

to take down the Red Golem.

MARTIN

While I was reading the borscht

about the Red Golem there was no

history about it or it’s origins.

ROSE MCSCOTT

Maybe the real origins of the Red

Golem is with the Red Fist Ninjas

PAUL

Good thinking mom, Big Bruce you’re

with me to try to take down the Red

Golem, Marty, Jakey, Furious Fluffy

you guys sneek into the Red Fist

Ninja HQ to find how to defeat the

Red Golem.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(to the Koalas)

I wish you all luck onto defeating

the Red Golem.

The Koalas jumps through the wall in the museum wall and out

into the street.

FADE TO

INT. RED FIST NINJA HEADQUARTERS FILE ROOM MOMENTS LATER

At the Red Fist Ninja Headquarter 2 Red Fist Ninjas walks by

the window of the file room.

Suddenly the lid to the air airs POP off from the

ceiling. Martin, Jake and Fluffy jumped onto the floor

inside of the file room.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

OK we don’t have much time find the

file with the history of the Red

Golem.

Fluffy PULLS out 2 top drawer from 2 filing cabinets and

pull out 1 of the files.

Martin PULLS out the middle drown from one of the filing

cabinets on the right side of the room.

Jake pull out the bottom drawers of one of the filing

cabinets and searches through the files.

JAKE

Let’s see here identities of

ninjas, hidden bases, company

picnic, do ninjas do that?

MARTIN

Guys I found the file.

FLUFFY

Good where did you find it.

MARTIN

In the filing cabinet marked

weapons and techniques.

JAKE

Well that is covenant.

Martin opens the file of the Red Golem.

FLUFFY

(asks)

So what does it say?

MARTIN

According to the file the Rd Golem

was made by the founder of the Red

Fist Ninjas over 1500 years ago.

JAKE

Dude that is so totally long ago.

FLUFFY

I know they should keep an eye on

that thing, before they lose it in

the first place.

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

It also said that "the Red Golem

can only be controlled by the blood

of the founder of the Red Fist

Ninjas".

FLUFFY

So that means Toya Kye is the

descended of the founder.

MARTIN

The file also said that "the Red

Golem is one of the deadliest

weapons of the Red Fist Ninjas to

destroy everything in it’s path".

JAKE

Does the Golem have any weaknesses?

MARTIN

The file didn’t say about it’s

weaknesses, but we have to find a

weak point on the Red Golem to

destroy it.

Suddenly 2 Red Fist Ninjas come into the file room to see

Martin, Jake and Fluffy are in their files.

RED FIST NINJA 1

Hey what are you guys doing here.

Jake jumped kicked right at the 2 Red Fist Ninjas causing

both of them to slam into the wall. Martin, Jake and Fluffy

all gotten out of the file room right through the door.

CUT TO

INT. RED FIST NINJA HEADQUARTERS HALLWAY.

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND. Martin, Jake and

Fluffy run down the hallway of the Red Fist Ninja

headquarters. They turn a corner to see that 3 Red Fist

Ninjas, so they turned around and ran the other way right

down the hall when suddenly more Red Fist Ninjas came over

to the corner.

JAKE

(freaks out)

Oh boy!!!

(CONTINUED)
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MARTIN

RUN AGAIN!!!

Suddenly Martin, Jake, and Fluffy are all surrounded by the

Red Fist Ninjas. Fluffy took out her taser stick and SHOCKS

one of the Red Fist Ninjas and kicks him in the face.

MARTIN

Good thinking Furious Fluffy.

Martin kicks one of the Red Fist Ninjas in the shin. The Red

Fist Ninjas punches Martin. Martin blocks the punch and

punches him in the face and then did a double kick at 2 over

ninjas. Jake blocks 3 punches from 3 ninjas and then pulls

out his skateboard from his back and hits the ninjas in the

faces and does a butterfly kick at them.

Jake then took out his taser stick and SHOCKS 2 other Red

Fist Ninjas then suddenly 1 Red Fist Ninja caught him in a

hold. Fluffy karate chops the Red Fist Ninja holding Jake

releasing him letting Jake do a back kick at the Ninja

knocking him over.

MARTIN

(to Jake and Fluffy)

You guys thinking what I am

thinking?

JAKE

Use the smoke bombs to escape so we

can help out Powerful Paul and Big

Bruce.

Jake dodge one of the ninjas’ punches and grabs the arm and

throw the ninja at the other ninjas causing them to fall

like bowling pins.

MARTIN

Yes.

FLUFFY

Good I don’t wanted to stay in a

building with idiots wearing the

same cloths.

Fluffy blocks a punch from one of the Red Fist Ninjas and

does a jump spin hook kick at the ninja.

Martin pulls out a smoke bomb from his utility belt and

drops it onto the floor RELEASING a CLOUD OF SMOKE. The

smoke CLEARS all of the Red Fist Ninjas are suck to the wall

by the Koala’s sticky bombs. All of the Ninjas struggle to

get out from the sticky slime from the stick bomb.
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CUT TO

EXT. DOWNTOWN EUCALYPCITY SUNSET

Meanwhile in down town Eucalypcity Toya Kye controls the Red

Golem as they both walks down the street of Down town

Eucalypcity. The Red Golem FIRES his LASER EYES right at a

row of park cars causes them to EXPLODE.

The Red Golem picks up a limo on the other side of the

street, causing the limo driver to escape the limo.The Red

Golem uses his super strength to RIP the limo in half and

throwing the 2 halves onto the ground.

TOYA KYE

This is absolutely wonderful, now

that the most powerful that the Red

Fist Ninjas had to offer

The Red Golem match down the street when suddenly Paul and

Bruce come out from the ally on the left and they both did a

flying jump side kick causing the Red Golem to CRASH onto

the ground.

TOYA KYE

(mad)

What is the meaning of this?

PAUL

(to Toya Kye)

Toya Kye, surrender or face

punishment.

TOYA KYE

(mad)

How dare you push over the

mightiest machine that the Red Fist

Ninjas had to offer.

BRUCE

Had to offer, yeah right that old

hunk of junk it 1 minute away from

the scrap pile.

TOYA KYE

(mad)

Do not insult the Red Golem.

BRUCE

We Just did mustache face.

(CONTINUED)
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TOYA KYE

(angry)

AHHHH!!!!

ACTION CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Toya Kye raises the

aka gantoretto into the air causing LASER BLAST out from the

eyes of the Red Golem right at Paul and Bruce. They both

dodge the blast. Paul throw some of his throwing stars at

the Red Golem. The Red Golem blocks the throwing stars and

throws a punch right at Paul.

Paul leaps onto the Red Golem’s right arm and run on it

right at it’s leg and does a jump kick right at the Red

Golem’s head causing it to fall onto the ground.

MARTIN(O.S)

(shouts)

Powerful Paul, Big Bruce.

Bruce turns to see that Martin, Jake and Fluffy and running

up to Bruce.

PAUL

It’s good to see you guys again.

BRUCE

So did you find a weakness on the

Red Golem?

JAKE

No way bro that machine is

unbreakable.

FLUFFY

You mean unstoppable.

PAUL

Well we better find away to stop

this.

Suddenly the Red Golem FIRES it’s LASER EYES right at the

Koalas, but the Koalas all dodged the attack.

PAUL

Well we better stop it at all cost.

I’ll take care of Toya Kye you guys

try to stop the Red Golem.

Bruce bumps into a parked car and gotten an idea.

(CONTINUED)
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The Red Golem stomps it’s feet on the ground trying to crush

the Koalas with it’s feet. Martin and Fluffy throw their

sticky bombs right at the Red Golem’s feet sticking it in

one place. Paul does a flying punch at Toya Kye’s face

punching him causing Toya Kye to fly and CRASH into a bus

stop.

PAUL

(mad)

This ends now Toya Kye.

Toya Kye jumps out from the debris from destroyed bus stop

and does a flying kick at Paul in the chest sending Paul

flying right into a street lamp. Toya Kye runs right at Paul

raise his fist in the air and throws a punch right at

Paul. Paul blocks the punch and grabs Toya Kye’s left arm

and throws him right at a mailbox, causing letters to fly

out from the mailbox.

TOYA KYE

(angry)

Prepare to know why they call my

Toya Kye.

Toya Kye grabs Paul and slams him to the wall of a building,

Paul took out his taser stick and SHOCKS Toya Kye with

it and does a front snap kick right at Toya Kye.

The Red Golem FIRES his LASER right at Fluffy, Jake and

Martin. They all dodge the attack suddenly Bruce drives a

car right at the Red Golem CRASHING the car right at the Red

Golem’s feet, causing the Red Golem to fall over and CRASHES

onto the ground. Bruce got out from the car.

BRUCE

That’s how you take him down.

The Red Golem got up and FIRES it’s LASERS at the car that

Bruce took. Bruce got out of the way just as the lasers hit

the car causing it to EXPLODE.Jake gave Fluffy a boost up

throwing her up into the air and she does a jump kick right

at the Red Golem. Suddenly the Red Golem grabs Fluffy’s

right leg and throws her rat Jake slamming into him.

Toya Kye does a triple kick attack at Paul kicking Paul

causing him to fall on the ground.Paul does a leg sweep at

Toya Kye’s legs knocking him over onto the ground. Paul

leaps into the air and does an axe kick at Toya Kye. Toya

Kye grabs Paul’s leg and SLAMS him into the wall of the

building and slams him on top of a parked car. Paul jump off

from the parked car and does double kick at Toya Kye.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul grabs his arm and did a shoulder throw throwing Toya

Kye right at a street lamp causing the street lamp to BREAK

in half. Toya Kye picks up the broken half of the street

lamp and picks himself up and swings the street lamp at

Paul. Suddenly Bruce got into the way blocking the attack

for Paul.

PAUL

Thanks Big Bruce.

Bruce punches Toya Kye to the ground.

BRUCE

No problem bro.

The Red Golem FIRES it’s LASERS at Jake, Fluffy and Martin,

but they all dodged the attack.

MARTIN

(to Jake and Fluffy)

Jakey, Furious Fluffy quick use

your sticky bombs to eye slot so it

can’t fire it’s lasers.

Martin, Jake and Fluffy throw each of their sticky bombs

right at the eye slot of the Red Golem hitting it causing

the STICKY SLIME to cover it’s eye slot.

MARTIN

Good I think the slime shall hold.

Suddenly the Red Golem FIRES it’s LASER EYES causing the

stick slime on his face to BREAK off from him.

JAKE

No it didn’t bro.

FLUFFY

(to Martin)

Call the Koalabots.

MARTIN

Sorry forgot the remote to call

them back at home.

FLUFFY

(to Martin)

Well you should’ve brought with

you.

The Red Golem FIRES it’s LASERS right at Jake, Fluffy and

Martin, but they all dodge the attack.

(CONTINUED)
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Paul punches Toya Kye into the face. Toya Kye blocks the

punch and twisted Paul’s arm and throws Paul right at Bruce

slamming into him.

TOYA KYE

Prepare to feel the pain from the

Red Fist.

Jake and Fluffy dodge another LASER BLAST from the Red Golem

causing the Red Golem’s LASERS to BREAK a window display

window full of mirrors. Martin picks himself up and see the

mirrors in the display.

The Red Golem FIRES it’s laser eyes right at Martin. Martin

grabs a mirror from the display and use it as a shield

causing the Red Golem’s laser to hit the mirror and BOUNCE

back at the Red Golem causing it’s head to EXPLODE.

TOYA KYE

The Red Fist Ninjas’ most powerful

weapon destroyed.

The Headless Red Golem’s body fall to the ground.

TOYA KYE

(to the Koalas)

This isn’t over.

Toya Kye throws a smoke bomb to the ground, RELEASING SMOKE.

The smoke cloud DISAPPEARS and Toya Kye was gone.

FADE TO

INT. CRIME FIGHTING KARATE KOALA BEAR’S TREEHOUSE LIVING

ROOM EVENING

At the Koalas’ house the Koalas where at the dinner table

with Rose McScott eating dinner.

ROSE MCSCOTT

(glad)

So my Cuddly Koalas saved the day

once again, and destroyed a very

dangerous artifact what a prefect

day.

PAUL

(to Rose)

Yes and with all of our villains we

fight, they always come back for a

rematch.
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MARTIN

(included)

Or they shall make a master plan to

wipe us out.

BRUCE

Hey you worry too much mom what is

the worst that can happen.

CUT TO

INT. RED FIST NINJA HEADQUARTERS THRONE ROOM EVENING

EVIL CLASSICAL MUSIC IN THE BACKGROUND.Back at the Red Fist

Ninja Headquarters the headless body of the Red Golem lays

in the middle of the throne room. 2 Red Fist Ninjas walks up

on 2 different sides of the Red Golem and kneel down to Toya

Kye on his thrown.

TOYA KYE

(commanded angerly)

Repair the Red Golem at once get,

me the most skilled robot mechanic

you can find and the top robot

scientist too.

The Red Fist Ninjas leave the room. Toya Kye look down onto

the headless Red Golem with ad mad face.

TOYA KYE

(mad)

The Koalas shall pay!!!

FADE TO BLACK


